Consider installing curb extensions, rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs), high visibility crosswalks, and advance yield lines at uncontrolled crossings to improve visibility of crossing.

Consider installing high visibility crosswalks and advance stop bars to improve visibility of crossing, and curb extensions to shorten crossing distance.

- Install School Warning sign to identify school zone.
- Consider conducting a study for a traffic signal control warrant to calm traffic.

- Install high visibility crosswalks and advance stop bars to improve visibility of crossing.
- Remove Road Work Ahead and Sidewalk Closed signs.

- Unlock pedestrian gate during arrival and dismissal to improve circulation around the school.
- Remove End School Zone sign.
- Update School Warning sign to identify school zone.

Consider installing RRFBs, high visibility crosswalk, and advance yield lines at uncontrolled crossing to improve pedestrian visibility.

Paint curb white to more clearly designate E 12th St. between 39th Ave. and 40th Ave. as a drop-off zone and improve circulation around the school.

- Install high visibility crosswalks and advance stop bars to improve visibility of crossing.
- Consider installing curb extensions and ramp to shorten crossing distance.
- Consider installing a grate over existing inlet.
- Consider painting solid bicycle lane lines up to stop bar on 38th Ave.

- Consider installing inverted U bicycle racks and fencing to provide secure bicycle parking on campus.

- Remove End School Zone and Sidewalk Closed signs.
- Install School Warning sign to identify school zone.

Unlock pedestrian gate during arrival and dismissal to improve circulation around the school.

Consider installing high visibility crosswalks and advance stop bars to improve visibility of crossings.